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  FRACTIONAL OWNERSHIP WITH APPASSIONATA
THE SMART WAY TO OWN A HOLIDAY HOME IN ITALY
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                We offer an inspiring portfolio of unique properties for sale in the authentic region of Le Marche - without the hassle, stress and expense of whole ownership.





              

              
                By far the smartest and simplest way to own a holiday home in Italy is to buy into an established fractional ownership company. We offer international buyers the opportunity to purchase a share in a beautifully presented and perfectly managed Italian home.
Each property has been designed and furnished  to the very highest specifications and every home has its own unique architectural characteristics and trademark design-led interiors.
For those who want to enjoy a regular taste of Italian life at a fraction of the cost makes this a savvy purchase for the discerning buyer.
With 6 projects, and over 65 owners buying into our concept, it is a proven model and has become a real alternative to outright holiday home ownership.
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  OUR LATEST PROPERTY
Palazzo Scarsini
An elegant and spacious 16th century Palazzo with fresco ceilings. Situated in the centre of the historic town of Petritoli, which has just been added to the list of Italy's most beautiful villages - ‘I Borghi più Belli d'Italia’. Offering over 435 m2/4,700 ft2 of luxurious living and just a short drive from the coast and mountains.
A unique and rare residence, listed by the Italian Cultural Ministry, with original features throughout, many recently discovered after centuries of being covered over.
This stunning Le Marche palazzo has four large bedroom suites, all with en-suite bathrooms, spacious open plan living spaces, a formal salon, and an incredible south-facing terrace. A spa, gym and wine cellar have been created under the 15th century vaults - providing an amazing space to relax and enjoy the tranquility of this remarkable home.
This beautiful home is fully renovated and ready for occupation. 
Only 3 shares remaining!























  
  








  
    Learn more
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   APPASSIONATA
FRACTIONAL OWNERSHIP
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  Appassionata developed their fractional ownership model to share their love and passion for Italy, they fell in love with the language, the people, art, history, food and wine. Le Marche has it all, and they wanted to find a way to share this piece of paradise with others.
Buying a holiday home in Italy with us is simple - the complexities of buying the property have already been taken care of by Appassionata. The property is already registered in the land registry. You have deeded ownership of the property. You buy a share in the company that owns the property. A simple transaction with no additional purchase costs.
The Appassionata  fractional ownership model is unique, where up to 12 unconnected buyers collectively and securely own a freehold property in Italy - the number of owners depends on the house - see listings for more details. If your desire is to buy real-estate in Italy as a holiday home, then fractional ownership is the truly sensible option!
Picture yourself, home from home in Italy, returning each and every year to a property you can really call home. Shared with like-minded owners, each of you buy a 1/12th share in a company where collectively you own a beautiful property. Everyone has four weeks annual residency where the property is exclusively yours to enjoy (Some of our resale properties are divided into 1/10th shares where you have 5 weeks annual residency).
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  EXPLORE 
LE MARCHE

































  This breath-taking region offers a true reflection of quintessential Italian living at its very best, where authenticity and quality are core values for both locals and visitors alike. 
Le Marche has everything you could possibly want from an authentic Italian escape. From the rolling hills, blue flag beaches, Sibillini mountain range and the highest number of medieval hill-top villages in Italy, you will be truly astounded how you hadn’t heard of Le Marche before.  
‘ALL OF ITALY WRAPPED UP IN ONE REGION’
A combination of great food, fine wines, heritage and history, culture and climate make it a savvy choice for discerning travellers wanting to get away from the more well-known destinations. The International press, and world travel organisations, are waking up to the fact that Le Marche is one of the world’s truly special and beautiful places to visit. 
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  DISCOVERY VISIT
YOU’RE INVITED!
From afar, it is impossible to fully appreciate the unique landscape, tranquillity, and natural beauty of Le Marche and our properties. The best way to truly get a feel for the properties and this wonderful region of Italy is to come and visit us and we look forward to meeting you.
We would like to offer interested buyers a two night stay in our 14th century luxury apartment,  where you only pay for one night. This offer is valid when booking two or more nights, and for two people. If you wish to come for more time that’s great too.
Your discovery visit with Appassionata includes:
	Two nights accommodation – for the cost of one night

	Tour of our properties and the local area, plus time with one of the founders

	Lunch or dinner in one of our many excellent local restaurants
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   OUR PROPERTIES
OWNER RE-SALES























  
  









  Appassionata have a number of current owners who wish to sell their share in one of the properties.  We are delighted to be acting as agents in this regard, it is an easy sale process, facilitated by Appassionata but where the agreement will be between the current and new owners.

It is one of the benefits of buying into the Appassionata Co-Ownership model, we can act on your behalf if you would ever like to sell your share. We have concluded nearly 20 share re-sales on behalf of owners, with a positive return on all sales.
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  RE-SALE | CASA LEOPARDI























  
  








  
    More Details
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  RE-SALE | CASA TRE ARCHI
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  RE-SALE |CASA GIACOMO
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  RE-SALE | IL RIPOSO
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  RE-SALE | VILLA VENETO
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                  [image: The Harrington family thought that being so far away from Italy and their lack of the language would be insurmountable obstacles in pursuing a holiday home.  However, when they finally thought their dream was out of reach, Stephanie said: &quot;Enter]
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                  [image: Through Appasionata, the Hobbs family share their vision to create something magical in Italy, reflecting their life experiences and incorporating traditional family values.  Their unique fractional ownership proposition brings luxury property and tr]
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                  [image: We currently have owner resale shares available for the following properties: Casa Tre Archi, Il Riposo, and Villa Veneto. Our latest property, the 16th-century Palazzo Scarsini, now only has only three shares remaining which we're expecting to be sn]
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                  [image: When the Tessalone family discovered our fractional ownership model, they knew their dreams of owning a luxury Italian home were within reach.  The promise of being able to purchase a stunning property without the expected price tag and responsibilit]
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                  [image: We asked Appassionata co-founder, Michael Hobbs, for his top Le Marche picks, here's what he chose...  Activity: Cycling through the rolling hills of Le Marche 🚲 Beach: Ponte Nina where the amazing chalet 'La Baia' is located 🏖️ Restaurant: All the]
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                  [image: To celebrate Appassionata's 15th anniversary, co-founder Michael Hobbs, reflects on the journey so far and answers the following questions in our latest blog post:  🌍  Why Le Marche? 🏠 Are you still passionate about the projects you create? 📈 What]
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                  [image: Villa Veneto is located in the stunning, historic town of Lapedona known for its classical music festivals during the summer months and the famous Didacus Ristorante.  It is a hidden gem that offers a unique blend of history, culture, and natural bea]
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                  [image: A historic and elegant Liberty Villa dating back to the 1930&rsquo;s, Villa Veneto has everything you need to have a relaxed, luxurious and authentic Italian break.  With ornate furnishings throughout, three terraces, a games room and a fully restore]
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                  [image: Looking for somewhere special to hang your hat during the summer of 2024? Well, let your search end here.  Our portfolio currently has four properties available to purchase and each one has its own unique character to suit a range of homeowners.  #it]
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                  [image: Home to Il Riposo, the Borgo of Patrignone has a rich history dating back to the 13th-century. Impressive architecture, famous artists and interesting folklore make this small medieval hamlet burst with character.  Only 20 minutes from the coast and ]
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                  [image: Usually when choosing a home, you have to sacrifice something you want. Will it be the ideal positioning of being in a town centre? Or having a range of luxurious amenities? You don't have to sacrifice anything with Il Riposo.  This three-story, cent]
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      SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER

      Sign up with your email address to get your monthly taste of life in Le Marche!
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    We respect your privacy.


    Thank you!

    

  









  Appassionata Ltd: 
UK Registered Office: Unit 2, Charnwood Edge Business Park, Syston Road, Cossington, Leicester, LE7 4UZ, UK | Tel: +44 (0)7711 776440 | Company Registration Number: 5431514 | VAT Number: 861 3240 47.
Sede Italia: Largo Leopardi 24, Petritoli (FM) CAP 63848 | Partita IVA: 02297980449 | Tel: +39 331 7914160
Contact: enquiry@appassionata.com























  
  









    

  
  

  


  


      
    


    
    








  